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RCare, Inc., maker of nurse call and monitoring solutions, announced today the release of their Rapid 
Deployment Wireless Nurse Call Kit created specifically for emergency situations. Designed for speed 
and ease-of-use, RCare’s Rapid Deployment Kit installs in only five minutes and offers a reliable, 
secure, 40-patient nurse call system in a box. RCare’s G4 platform provides best-in-class range to 
cover even the largest of campuses and deepen building penetration. 
 
“The overall risk from this virus is still unknown, but what we do know is that many hospitals and 
providers are being overwhelmed with patients,” said Myron Kowal, CEO of RCare. “We decided to 
quickly extend our technology capabilities to places where they are in dire need.” 
 
The plug-and-play system is preprogrammed by RCare’s expert technicians and ready for use 
immediately out of the box. It includes one small touchscreen server, one pendant for each resident or 
patient (up to 40), and four pagers. (Expansion kits are available.) Only one internet connection is 
required, and no landlines are necessary. 
 
RCare Rapid Deployment Kit Includes: 

● NurseCall Master with Integrated Touchscreen Console 
● 40 Pushbutton Pendants (waterproof; reusable if disinfected or disposable)  
● 40 Clip-On Bed Signs 
● 4 Alpha-Numeric Apollo Pagers 
● G4 Master Receiver 
● 2 G4 Locators  

https://rcareinc.com/products/rapid-deployment-kit/


● Single-Input Serial Page Encoder 5W 
● Compact, Heavy Duty Pelican Case 
● Easy step-by-step instructions and link to instructive video 

  
The touchscreen console displays incoming patient calls with an audible tone. Patient beds are outfitted 
with clip-on placards that correspond to patient call buttons, so caregivers know which patients are 
calling. The system can be deployed in only five minutes. Expansion kits are available. 
 
--- 
 
ABOUT RCare 
RCare is a global provider of nurse call and personal emergency response systems for the entire 
spectrum of eldercare and senior living. Our components integrate into a variety of healthcare 
communication systems to create efficient and verifiable responses to medical emergencies. RCare 
works together with distribution partners to build individualized, flexible and seamless systems to 
enhance both caregiving and resident quality of life. Contact info@rcareinc.com or call 585-671-4144. 
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